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The Latest Regulatory Stress Test Findings

 stress testing pandemic

Summary: While the Fed concluded that the big banks were currently stable,

financial institutions of all sizes should be stress testing to anticipate the impact of

COVID-19 on capital.

The Great Sphinx of 2500 BC is still one of the largest statues today, standing larger and taller than a six-story

building. Clearly, it was built for stability. Another kind of stability involves stress testing, bankers, and the Fed.

The Fed has given its thumbs-up regarding the stability of the banking industry's largest players -- at least for

now. But, financial institutions should not let their guard down; the coronavirus has proven more long-lasting

than first anticipated.

After running Dodd-Frank stress tests, along with additional testing directly related to the impact of COVID-19,

on the nation's 34 largest banks, the Fed concluded that these big financial institutions are stable enough right

now. Yet, with a second wave of the coronavirus looming, the Fed has instituted a few additional regulatory

actions to keep it that way. Those include: suspending share repurchases; limiting dividends to not

exceed recent income; necessitating banks to re-evaluate their capital requirements and providing them

again later this year, and conducting extra stress analyses later this year as more bank data becomes

available and the economic situation develops.

Though the majority of the big banks announced that they fared well enough to continue paying quarterly

dividends, Wells Fargo was a notable exception. It announced that it will reduce its quarterly shareholder

payment to strengthen its capital position.

With COVID-19 infection rates continuing to rise, coupled with scientists' expectations for a second wave that

could be even worse, the Fed is planning to subject the banks to a second round of stress testing. These

financial institutions will need to stay on top of the changing economic dynamics to be well prepared for this

stress testing revisit by the Fed. According to The Economist, the regulator expects the core-capital ratio to

drop from the current level of 12% to 8% with a U-shaped scenario (one with a long-term need for physical

distancing). While this is still acceptable, it is getting a little close for comfort from the minimum capital

threshold.

If market stress remains, the Fed predicts that the loan portfolios of the banking industry's 34 largest players

could face combined losses of up to $700B under the U-shaped scenario, substantially higher than the $465B it

forecast during the first year that stress testing took place in 2009, following the 2008 credit crisis. So, careful

watch is needed for these financial institutions.

Though the Fed's stress testing is limited to the largest banks, the results could be insightful for you too. The

general health of the banking system affects all financial institutions, and further, many community financial

institutions are more vulnerable than its larger brethren when it comes to certain lending exposures.

While only two banks with $100B or more in assets have CRE exposure in excess of 3x their bank's tangible

common equity, more than 2K CFIs have exposure exceeding 5x theirs and almost 150 CFIs have more than
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10x. With this in mind, it is important to stress test your loan portfolios with several "what-ifs" to plan ahead.

For more on this, read our article with stress testing tips or give us a call.

TWO APPROACHES TO STRESS TEST

Now more than ever, it is important to stress test loans of all types from multiple perspectives. Choose your

approach and get expert help, as needed. Learn more about stress testing today.
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